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I (a) With the aid of one of more circuit schematics, describe the operating

principle of a current mirror. State one application of the current mirror in an amplifier

circuit.

(b) The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is an integrated MOS current mirror. The transistors in

the circuit have the following parameters: (WL)q: 50pm/5pm, lVezl: lY,ql:200 V,
Vt: I Y, lh.C*: 20 IrA.Va and with a reference current of 10014. Assuming that

there are no channel length modulation ef|ects:

(i) what is the value of Vcs,

(i0 what is the lowest possible value of V, for the mirror to supply a constant

current output, U0%)

l2s%1

u0%)

us%l

us%l

(iii) show that, if Yo: Vcs,then Io 
-(WlL)o'/*r, (wll)Q, 

,

(iv) what is the output resistance of the current mirror at I o 100 pA.

(c) If the output voltage increases by 20% from its value in part (iii) at 1, : 100 pA,

what will be the corresponding change in output current? Discuss the physical

implications of your result. t25%1

lnpp: 100

+

V,
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2 (a) What is a multi-stage amplifier? U0%1

(b) Explain why multistage amplifiers are necessary from the standpoint of circuit
characteristics. LlD%)

(c) The two-stage CMOS op-amp in Fig. 2 is fabricated in a 0.18 pm technology
,l

having k, :4k, :400 1tAN2, Y,r: -V,o :0.4 V. With A and B grounded, perform

a DC design that will result in each of Ql, Q2, Q3 and Q4 conducting a drain current of
200 pA. Design so that all transistors operate at A.2 V overdrive voltage. Assume that

the current through Q6 and Q7 is 2lnrn.

O Specifu the WL ratio in tabular form required for each MOSFET. Us%l

(ii) What is the DC voltage at the output ideally? Lll%l

(iiD Calculate the input conlmon mode range. U5%1

(iv) Find the allowable range of the output voltage. Ll5%l

(d) With vt : via/2 and vr : -via/2, find the voltage gain vJvia. Assume an Early

voltage of 5V. L20%l

Fig.2

-Ysr:- I V
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3 (a) Name three sources of noise that are commonly found in integrated circuit
components. 120%1

(b) What is meant by the noise figure of an amplifier and describe how you would
measure it. 130%l

(c) A pmallel combination of identical resistors are connected between the input and

ground terminals of a low noise amplifier. The output of the amplifier has a flat
spectrum with value -100 dB/Hz.If the voltage gain of the amplifier is 1000, calculate

the resistor values. In your calculations, assume that the amplifier is ideal (i.e.,

noiseless). 120%1

(d) A filter or network has an equivalent noise bandwidth,B, which can be stated as:

1B=A),litunf dr

where lo denotes the transmission (voltage or current) magnitude, A(l) the transfer

function, andf the frequency. The above equation yields the same results as the actual

non-ideal bandwidth the filter or network has in practice.

For the single-pole filter shown in Fig. 3, show that the noise equivalent bandwidth B is

p-Lr'-it,
vrherc f is the -3 dB bandwidth ll(2rRC).In calculating B, you can use the following
relation,

7f

B - o'l; (o' +b')-'ab = al; da

where q is a dummy variable. 130%l

Fig.3
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4 (a) Explain how the design principle of the cunent-steering circuit differs from

that of a current mirror. 130%1

(b) The current-steering circuit shown in Fig. 4 is fabricated in a CMOS technology

for which pnCo*:200 pNY2, ltpC*: 80 pA/V2, Vtn:0.6 V, V@: -0.6 V, and the Early

voltages zte Vtrn': 10 V/pm, ll/er'l: ll2lVlpm.If the channel length Z of all devices is

0.8 pm, design the circuit so that IREF:20 pA, Iz: I00 pA, It: 14: 20 pA and 1s :
50 pA. Use minimum possible device widths needed to achieve proper operation of the

current source Qz for voltages at its drain as high as +1.3V and proper operation of the

current sink Qs with voltages at its drain as low as -1.3V.

(i) Specifu the widths of all devices and the value of R.

(ii) Find the output resistance of the current source Qz.

(iii) Find the output resistance of the curent sink Qs.

140%)

115%l

us%1

{,,
&

Fig.4

+1.5V

Itn

-1.5 v
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5 Consider the circuit of Fig. 5, in which an NMOS transistor Ml is connected in a

circuit designed to provide a reference voltage Vnzr.

(a) Derive an expression relating Vnae with the drain ctutent /, the transistor

parameters and other circuit constants. 120%l

(b) For transistor Ml, the channel dimensions W and I are chosen as 40 pm and 4 pm,

respectively, Yt : +1 Y, and k' : 20 x l}a AV'. Voo and Vss are 6 V and 0 V
respectively.

Deduce a suitable value for i? if Vrur istobe 2 V, and determine the drain current I 120%l

(c) What is meant by the following terms in the context of the performance of voltage

references, and why are they important?

(i) Power supply sensitivity.

(ii) Fractionaltemperaturecoefficient. 120%l

(d) Write a short account of the approaches available to the CMOS IC designer for
generating stable reference voltages for use in integrated circuit design. Your account

should mention power consumption, stability, area occupied, and any other factors you

consider to be important. 140%l

Voo

Fig.5

END OF PAPER
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FORMULA SHEET

Bipolar Junction Transistors:

i, = di, ic = Fiu iu = (l-a)i, i, = (B +l)iu

B= d o= f v-={=25mVat3ooK' I-a F+l q

I^ V- V- V,
q =--!- y --J- f :---!- | ---i-6m vr 'E IB 'e lE 'o Ic

MOSFETS:

K=r*-(f)
k'= pCox

V,)vr, -ror')

, =t(T)o,,-v,)'_V,

io = Kl2(v

io = K(vo,

VA
ID

fo=g, =ZK(vo, -V,)

Differential Amplifi ers :

vo = Aovo + 4".v"^

:MRR=zotoglAa lA"^l

,e,* =y+ ^ -ER,^- 2R ^d->Rr

BJT small signal operation: i., o4* oI 'o i., *4-4-ry('I 2 2Vr 2 \z 2 2Vr 2

Ru =2(f +l)(r" + ftr) Rt =emitter resistance

FEr sma, signar operation: i o, = l.(dr)+ i - * :1*)+
Millers Theorem: C"? =Cu,,or,(1-K) K =7

Thermal Noise: 1rn' )= AVTBR ft = 1.38x10-" J I K

, -uo 
v

.^cm - Aa =2 = g^Ro
!", vd

OR



leedback Architectur rs and

Series-Shunt Series-Series Shunt-Series Shunt-Shunt

Feedback simal Xr Voltase Voltase Current Current

Sampled sisnal X" Voltaee Current Current Voltase

To find input loop,
setl

Vo:0 [o:0 Io=0 Vo:0

To find output loop,
setl

Ii:0 Ir:0 Vi=0 Vi:0

Sisnal Source Thevenin Thevenin Norton Norton

B: Xrl X" Vrl Vo Vr/ Io Irl L Irl V.
A: Xn/X A,:Vo /Vr Gt,r:L/Vi A': IJL Rr.,r:VJIi

D: 1+BA 1+B A" 1+B GM 1+BAI l+B Rrr,r

Ar A"/D GM/D Ar/D R#D
Ru R,D R,D F"/D R,/D

R.r RJTl+BA.) R-(1+BGM) R^(1+BAr) RJ(1+BRr.,r)

R'or:R.r\\ Rr, R'JD R'"(1+BGM)ID R'"(1+BAi)/D R'JD
lThis procedure gives the basic amplifier circuit without feedback but taking the
loading of B, Rp, and Rs into account.


